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Abstract

The study primarily investigated the role of single sourcing strategy in either exacerbating or mitigating persistent supply failure in Malawi’s public healthcare delivery supply chain. It also investigated the role of the single supplier in recurrent drug stockouts in the country’s public hospitals. The study was conducted at five public healthcare delivery centres in southern Malawi. Data was collected using two sets of self administered questionnaires to, hospital managers and procurement staff at participating hospitals. Follow up interview with randomly selected managers were also scheduled to complement the data from questionnaires. The study findings confirmed that single sourcing exacerbates the risk of supply failure, evidenced by persistent stockouts of drugs in hospitals that consequently put at risk lives of many patients who rely on the public healthcare system. Such stockouts had multiple effects on the public healthcare delivery supply chains ranging from death of patients, deterioration of medical conditions of patients, hospital overcrowding, to transfer of patients to other hospitals (mostly private). Failure by the government instituted single supplier namely the Central Medical Stores, to maintain an adequate inventory of drugs both in quantity and variety, was found to be the most important cause of stockouts. From the study, it has been shown that the single sourcing strategy exacerbated the risk of supply failure, and is therefore generally inappropriate for healthcare delivery systems. It is hoped that these findings will help policy makers in making the right procurement strategies and policies in order to enhance healthcare delivery.
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1. Introduction

The importance of risk for supply chain management has become more apparent over the years and cannot be overemphasized. There is considerable evidence that failure to manage supply chain risks effectively can have a significant negative impact on organisations (Mitchell, 1995). According to Hendricks and Singhal (2005) in Khan and Burnes (2007), failure to manage supply chain risks can have multiple consequences such as bringing about a sharp downturn in an organisation’s share price, and can also generate conflict amongst the organisation’s stakeholders. Other wider consequences of failure to effectively manage risk have been identified by Cousins et al. (2004) and include financial losses, reduction in product quality, damage to property and equipment, loss of reputation in the eyes of customers, suppliers and the wider public, and delivery delays.

Incidents of Supply risk are not limited to any industry, country, region or continent. Over the past 18 months, the media in Malawi (a southern African country) was awash with reports on the worsening situation of drug shortage in the country’s public hospitals (e.g. Mmana, 2011) despite the same being adequately available in private and Christian Health Association of Malawi (CHAM) hospitals. This raised questions regarding both internal and external forces (Day and Lichtenstein, 2006) affecting the ability of procurement functions at public hospitals to ensure availability of medicines in public hospitals. Such shortages / stock outs can have fatal consequences on
patients because they can result in total failure of healthcare delivery systems (White and Mohdzain, 2009). With a single supplier, the supply risk at hospitals could be greater since all procuring entities would be prone to forces affecting the supplier (Khan and Burnes, 2007). This is in direct contrast with the CHAM hospitals which have multiple suppliers and continue to enjoy high levels of availability of medical supplies.

In the remainder of the paper we provide the problem statement and objectives of the study. This is followed by a literature review presented in three section overviews of Supply Chain Risk, Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM), and Sourcing Strategy and Supply Risk. Next, the research methodology is presented before findings of the study are presented and discussed. The final section of the paper presents the conclusions, practical implications and limitations.

1.1 Problem Statement and Objectives of the Study

The status of availability of drugs and other essential medical supplies in Malawi’s public Healthcare Delivery Supply Chain (PHDSC) has continued to deteriorate over the past 18 months. The situation has culminated into persistent stockouts of drugs in the PHDSC while private hospitals such as those under the Christian Health association of Malawi continue to enjoy adequate supply of drugs over the same period. In their study on the impact of procurement performance on healthcare delivery, Kanyoma and Khomba (2013) reveal that the stockouts have paralysed healthcare delivery systems and caused death of patients, delays in medical surgery, and worsened medical conditions of patients among other effects. This raises questions regarding both internal and external forces (Day and Lichtenstein, 2006) affecting the ability of procurement to ensure availability of medicines in public hospitals. One such a factor is sourcing strategy, which represent the main difference between the PHDSC and private hospitals which enjoy a healthy supply of drugs. On one hand, the former uses a single sourcing system, relying on a government instituted supplier namely the ‘Central Medical Stores’; On the other hand, the latter have adopted a multiple sourcing strategy.

The study therefore sought to establish the relationship between the persistent stockouts of drugs in the PHDSC, and the sourcing strategy. While Khan and Burnes, (2007) have linked single sourcing to the risk of supply failure, this study sought to empirically investigate the existence of such a relationship. The research had the following 2 specific objectives: (i) to investigate whether single sourcing exacerbated or mitigated the risk of supply failure (stock outs) in the PHDSC. (ii) to investigate the role of the single supplier in exacerbating the risk of stock outs.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Sourcing Strategy and Supply Chain Risk

The issue of risk in supply chain is becoming more and more important for many reasons such as uncertainty in supply and demand (Christopher and Lee, 2004, Tang, 2006). Because of such growing importance of risk in supply chains, Micheli, Cagno and Zorzini, (2008) suggest that supply chain management must become oriented to supply chain risk management. Juttner, Peck, and Christopher, (2003, p.198) have defined supply chain risk as “the variation in the distribution of possible supply chain outcomes, their likelihoods, and their subjective values”. Yu, Zeng and Zhao (2009) recommend an effective sourcing strategy to combat unreliable supply and stochastic demand in order to avert supply chain risk. In his abstract on sourcing for global health supply chains for developing countries, Pazirandeh, (2011) advises that supply base decisions must help the organization to ‘improve availability, quality, innovation, and accessibility of the product in a more secure market at lower prices’. Extant literature further suggests a strong link between supply base and supply chain risk (Srinivasan, Mukherjee, and Gaur, 2011). The study of Sarkar and Mohapatra (2009) also links supply disruption risks with supply base size.

Yu et al. (2009) establish the link among three concepts namely sourcing strategies, supply base and supply risk. They argue that a single sourcing strategy, which represents the narrowest form of supply base and strives for a strategic partnership between a buyer and a supplier and also optimizes shared benefits, can be used to proactively cope with supply risks. However, Khan and Burnes (2007) is opposed to such a strategy arguing that single sourcing effectively puts all the eggs in one basket there by increasing the supply risk. Yu et al, (2009) note that many firms are now turning to multiple sourcing in order to spread the risk. In agreement, Hou, Zeng and Zhao (2010, p.881) observe that ‘while suppliers play an important role in achieving the entire supply chain excellence, they also represent one major source of uncertainty and disruption’. They recommend that buyers should have more than one supplier to reduce the supply risk. Dependency of both partners on one another is cited as the one major drawback associated with single sourcing. According to Mustaffa and Potter (2009), resultant supply failure from such dependency can have fatal consequences in healthcare systems. This observation is also made by Yu et al. (2009),
who also recognize a growing popularity of multiple sourcing among firms as a way of averting exposure to greater risks supply chain disruptions associated with the single sourcing.

Yu et al (2009) identify three approaches to sourcing namely; i) single sourcing, which they differentiate from sole sourcing as they observe that the latter refers to a buyer–supplier relationship where the supply base contains only one supplier, whereas as the former exists when a buyer chooses a single supplier even though other comparable suppliers do exist in the supplier base. Thus, single sourcing is a matter of choice; ii) dual sourcing, in which a buyer employs two suppliers, one of which may dominate the other in terms of business share, price, reliability, and others (see also Hou et al, 2010) and; iii) multiple sourcing, where a buyer does business with several suppliers and plays one supplier against the other to enjoy the best price advantage. They do not only contend that matters relating to the size of a firm’s supply base are not always a question of choice, but also acknowledge that in some cases the supply base does not offer adequate options to buying firms in terms of both the number and capabilities of available suppliers.

The dangers of single sourcing in respect of consequent supply failure are highlighted clearly by Khan and Pillanlia (2008) in their abstract on supply chain agility and firms’ performance. They note that supply chain nodes are prone to disruptions, bankruptcies, breakdowns, macroeconomic and political changes, and disasters leading to higher risks. This means single sourcing may represent the worst form of exposure to the risk of supply failure. In such scenarios, dual or multiple sourcing could hedge against supply failure (Khan and Burnes, 2007). Other authors contest that single sourcing is reactive rather than proactive and cannot mitigate supply chain risks (eg. Hou et. al, 2010; Burke, Carrillo, and Vakharia 2007). In this regard, Yu et al. (2009) reiterate that unless firms are able to find alternatives quickly for unexpected disruptions, supply chains will be susceptible to system shocks and disruptions. This implies the superiority of dual sourcing over single sourcing strategies.

Yu et al (2009), who also recognize a growing popularity of multiple sourcing among firms as a way of averting exposure to greater risks supply chain disruptions associated with the former strategy.

2.2 Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM)

Christopher et al., (2003) define SCRM as, “the identification of potential sources of risk and implementation of appropriate strategies through a coordinated approach among supply chain members, to reduce supply chain vulnerability”. Thus, from the definition it is clearly shown that in SCRM the emphasis is not on the individual organisation but on all players in the supply chain because as noted by Bakshi and Kleindorfer (2009), failure of any one node in the supply chain could imply a failure of the complete supply network. An increasing number of writers have sought to move the focus of attention away from analysing and managing risk at the level of individual customers and suppliers and towards the understanding and management of risk for the entire supply chain (Khan and Burnes, 2007; Cousins et al., 2004; Harland et al., 2003; Lewis, 2003). Other scholarly works have also focussed on the vulnerability of supply chains, other than individual organizations. For example, Wong, McFarlane, Zaharudin, and Agarwal (2002), as cited in Yu et al, (2009) have found that today’s supply chains are built to be lean and efficient, but if they are unable to find alternatives quickly for unexpected disruptions, the chains will be susceptible to system shocks and disruptions. Many authors have emphasized the need to consider risks arising from network collaboration and interactions between supply chain partners (Blos et al., 2009; Kull and Talluri, 2008; Ritchie and Brindle, 2007; and Finch, 2004).

Cousins et al. (2004) identify two main types of supply chain risk to which companies can become exposed namely (i) technological risk – which comes from over-reliance on a single or limited source of a product, process, or technology; and (ii) strategic risk – arising from over-reliance on a single or limited number of suppliers. Strategic risk can be said to emanate from the supply base concept which relates to the number, range, location and characteristics of the vendors that supply the purchaser (Yu, et al. 2009). Cousins et al. (2004) also suggest that some of the measures which companies take to improve the efficiency of their supply base, such as de-listing under-performing suppliers, may increase their exposure to both technological and strategic risk by increasing their reliance on the remaining pool of suppliers (see also Khan and Barnes, 2008). The main challenge, as argued by
Hendricks and Singhal (2005), is that in developing supply chain strategies which focus on cost reduction, organisations have ignored or played down the risks from supply chain disruptions.

Hendricks et al., (2009) posits that better understanding on the relationships between a set of strategies for managing supply risk and the impact on the performances would provide interesting insights in the field of SCRM. In particular, Wagner and Bode, (2008), provide a clear description of the role of SCRM strategies. They argue that SCRM strategies are justified only if supply chain risks interfere with companies’ performances. Thus, according to Wagner and Bode, (2008), in the midst of numerous supply chain risks, firms should make an assessment and develop SCRM strategies with a focus on mostly those risks that can potentially affect organizational performance. On their part, Collichia & Strozzi, (2011) propose four basic approaches to SCRM namely supply management, demand management, product management, and information management. Zsidisin & Wagner, (2010) contends that while supply chains face a wide range of supply disruptions and/or risks, each risk or disruption might require a specific SCRM technique.

Regarding SCRM strategy choice, Fisher, (1997) advises that although supply chain risks can be reduced through improved processes and buffer strategies, organizations still need to take actions against unforeseen events because risk cannot be completely eliminated. While not disagreeing with the Fisher (1997), Kumar et al., (2008) emphasizes the role of buffer strategies especially in healthcare delivery systems where stock outs have fatal effects. However, Michelli et al., (2008) stress that for complex supplies in general, buffer strategies cannot be easily and economically implemented. This calls for organizations to make effort in implementing process improvement strategies to reduce the risk propensity, for example by forming strategic alliances and by developing suppliers as argued by Giunipero and Eltantawy, (2004).

Tomlin, (2009) proposes the use of two strategies namely dual sourcing and inventory in order to avert two kinds of supply chain risks namely supply disruptions and recurrent supply uncertainty. Hou et al (2009) describe supply disruption is the sudden stop of supply arising from unexpected events that result in the main source becoming totally unavailable. According to Ellis et al., (2010), supply disruption is an infrequent risk which tends to have large impacts on the whole supply chain, because it could cut off the cash flow and stop the operation of the entire supply chain. The effect of such supply disruption can be unimaginable in the case of healthcare systems under single sourcing. Hou et al., (2010) associate recurrent supply uncertainty with uncertain delivery volumes, which entails that the quantity delivered by the supplier is not the same as what is ordered by the buyer, even though the supplier is able to deliver the goods. Tomlin, (2009) refers to such uncertain delivery volumes as ‘random yield’ and suggests the use of dual sourcing and inventory in such situations.

There is wide consensus, both in the literature and in practice, that managing risk in the supply chain is a critical capability in order to compete in the current, increasingly turbulent and unpredictable, business environment (Collichia and Strozzi, 2011). The uncertainty of the business environment and the very complexity of supply chain networks appear to be increasing the probability of experiencing supply chain disruptions, (Bakshi and Kleindorfer, 2009; Chopra et al., 2007). Both academics and practitioners have begun to address “disruption management”; in order to reduce the risk of disruptions, mitigate their negative impact on performance and restore the supply chain to normal operation as soon as possible (Adhitya et al., 2009; Hendricks et al., 2009; Lodree and Taskin, 2008). Collichia and Strozzi (2011, p412) identify two key challenges to developing an effective disruption management system namely: ‘developing supply chain design models able to take into account the uncertainty and complexity in which supply chains operate; and developing structured and systematic tools for risk identification and assessment that explicitly consider the dynamic interactions among supply chain partners and among risk sources’. Adhitya et al., (2009), contend that these interactions are in fact, considered among others, as a source of disruptions.

As a risk management strategy, Scannell et al. (2013), recommend the adoption of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) which is defined by Bowling and Rieger (2005) as a process for identifying, analyzing and proactively planning responses to a portfolio of risks. They (Scannell et al., 2013) observe that although ERM is not widely adopted, it provides a framework and set of tools for managing risks holistically. In their abstract, they (ibid) also provide an inventory of SCRM strategies which they refer to as ‘treatment options’ (Scanelli Et al., 2013, p.20) some of which are: evaluation and trust building; use of dual sources (see also Khan & Burnes, 2007), buffer inventory (Tang, 2006), strategic sourcing and flexibility (Chiang et al., 2012), and supplier development (Matook et al., 2009); supply chain modeling and information systems integration (Giannakis & Louis, 2001), Supplier qualification, and supplier quality management initiatives.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data Collection

The study collected data from two different categories of staff namely hospital managers / administrators, and procurement managers at five public healthcare delivery centres in Southern Malawi. A combination of quantitative
and qualitative data collection instruments was used. This comprised questionnaires and interviews respectively. Data was collected through two sets of self-completed questionnaires, which allowed respondents to complete at their convenience thereby minimising interruptions to healthcare delivery at participating hospitals. Follow up interviews with randomly selected managers were also conducted in order to obtain clarification on any ambiguous or contradicting results from the study. These interviews were semi-structured in order to provide both in-depth and specific insight into the understanding, interpretation and discussion of findings (Black, 2005).

3.2 Questionnaire Design

The first questionnaire, completed by procurement staff, investigated the causes of stockouts at respective hospitals from the ‘horse’s mouth’, and assessed the performance of the single supplier and how the same affected availability of medical supplies. The second questionnaire was completed by hospital managers and administrators. It probed into the effects of procurement in healthcare delivery; and the role of sourcing strategy in improving responsiveness and averting supply risks respectively. Although the two questionnaires mostly addressed similar issues, the responses from the different respondent categories helped illuminate different aspects of the research problem according to Gill and Johnson, (2006). Although the research was generally qualitative, questionnaires were quantitatively designed to increase objectivity. A five point Likert Scale was used with response options ranging from ‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, or ‘do not know’ (as the case may be), ‘agree’, to ‘strongly agree’. Open ended questions were also included to allow for the collection of in-depth data.

3.3 Sampling

A total 40 questionnaires were sent out from which 34 questionnaires were collected representing an overall response rate of 85%. Among hospital managers, 35 questionnaires were sent and 29 collected representing a response rate of 82.9%. 5 questionnaires were distributed to procurement managers for respective hospital all of which were collected representing a 100% response rate. Stratified random sampling which involves taking a random sample from identifiable groups (strata) that are homogenous for the desired characteristics’ (Black, 2005), such as people working in one hospital ward or belonging to the same profession, was used to distribute questionnaires to hospital managers. For procurement staff, non-probabilistic purposive sampling which involves handpicking respondents based on desired traits (Black, 2005) was used to ensure that only functional heads participated.

3.4 Data Analysis

Quantitative data was analyzed using Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) whereas thematic analysis (Braun, 2006) was adopted for qualitative data. Themes were identified in textual data based on three criteria namely recurrence, repetition and forcefulness (Keyton, 2006).

4. Results and Discussion of Research Findings

This section discusses results concerning the main research question on the role of single sourcing in either exacerbating or mitigating supply risks in Malawi’s public healthcare supply chain. Regardless of the other causes that were cited in this and other studies, the majority of respondents comprising procurement staff and hospital managers / administrators at all hospitals agreed that persistent stockouts of drugs largely arose from factors related to the behaviour, failures or the mere existence of a single supplier namely the Central Medical Stores.

4.1 Single Sourcing as a Cause of Stockouts

A wide range of factors were appraised regarding their contribution to the persistent stockouts and the results apportioned the blame mostly to three causes namely: delays by procurement staff, withholding of funds by donors, and insufficient inventory at the Central Medical Stores (CMS), a government instituted single supplier of drugs to public hospitals. The inclusion of CMS among the causes of stockouts does not only speak volumes about the performance of the single supplier, but also greatly underscores the risk associated with the single sourcing strategy since supplier underperformance, howsoever caused, potentially culminated into supply failure. Discussed hereunder are the causes of stockouts in the PHDSC in rank order of significance based on statistical mean values presented in Table 1 below.

4.1.1 Insufficient Inventory at CMS - The Main Cause of Stockouts

Of the three major causes of stockouts cited in the study, insufficient inventory at the CMS ranked highest followed by delays by procurement staff and the withholding of fund (meant for the procurement of drugs for the CMS) by donors. 76.5% of all respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that insufficient inventory at the single supplier caused stock outs. This is opposed to 14.7% of respondents that lacked knowledge on the matter, whereas the remaining 8.8% disagreed. In the summary of results presented in Table 1 below, insufficient inventory the highest
mean value at 4.1. The high mean value is an important indicator of the significance of this factor in strategy formulation. The overwhelming level of agreement among respondents, who are generally well informed about the frequency, effects, and causes of stockouts, validates not only the significance of sourcing strategies in exacerbating the stockouts in PHDSC, but also the role of the single supplier in exacerbating the crisis / stockouts. The results could not in any way be just a matter of opinion on the part of the respondents given that 82.8% of the managers in the study were members of the internal procurement committee (IPC) at their respective hospitals while 100 percent of the procurement managers (purposively sampled) were also IPC members.

4.1.2 Withholding of Funds by Donors

There is a big contrast in the rankings between the role of the single supplier (the CMS) and that of the donors in causing the stockouts. In responding to the question on whether the withholding of funds by Health Sector-wide Approach (HSwAp) donor partners contributed to or caused stockouts in respective public health facilities, 29.4% and 17.6% of respondents agreed and strongly agreed respectively, that the HSwAp donor partners significantly contributed to the recurrent stockouts. This represents a combined 47% of all respondents. While 23.5% expressed lack of knowledge on the matter, the remaining 29.4% either disagreed or strongly disagreed. Although the behaviour of the donors in withholding funds can be treated as a standalone contributory factor to the recurrent stockouts, there is a more direct link between this factor and the failure of the single supplier to hold sufficient inventory. Because the CMS relies on both government and HSwAp donor funds for its operations, any delay or failure by either source of funds could affect the supplier’s ability to adequately stock up. However, the question is not whether the blame could be placed on the donor partners or the single supplier. Of paramount significance is the revelation that in the face of failure by the single supplier to ensure availability of drugs, there were no alternative sources of drugs available to public health facilities. The relevance of single sourcing, therefore, comes into question.

4.1.3 Delays by Procurement Staff

On this third suspect factor, a combined 50% of respondents (strongly) agreed that stockouts arose from delays by procurement staff with 26.5% agreeing and 23.5% strongly agreeing. Of the remaining half of respondents, 11.8% did not know about the relationship between delays in procurement and stockouts, while a combined 48.2% disagreed. These results vindicate the fact that medical supplies were mostly unavailable on demand. The study further reveals that there were delays by the supplier in communicating its inability to meet an order to respective procuring units at public healthcare facilities. Thus, while this result is statistically valid, there is a real need to delve into the reasons behind the delays by procurement staff. Nevertheless, although delays in procurement are a significant factor in any efforts to avert the supply failure in public hospitals, the use of single sourcing remains the single most important cause of the stockouts. This argument is strongly supported by other results on the role of CMS in the crisis as discussed in the next section.

4.1.4 ‘Wrong Demand Forecasting’ and ‘Unexpected Disease Outbreaks’

Inability to accurately forecast demand for various medical supplies was also probed into as a potential cause of recurrent stockouts. On the ranking scales, a 73.5% majority of respondents (strongly) disagreed that stockouts arose from wrong demand forecasting, compared to only 20.6% that (strongly) agreed and the remaining 5.9% that did not know. Another potential factor closely related to demand forecasting is the occurrence of emergencies such as unexpected disease outbreaks. Results indicate that emergencies were not among the important causes of the crisis given that a combined 56.2% of respondents (strongly) disagreed as opposed to a combined 28.2% that (strongly) agreed that unexpected disease outbreaks caused the stockouts. 15.6% of respondents lacked knowledge on the matter. These results confirm that stockouts neither emanated from failure to accurately forecast the demand levels nor from emergencies such as unexpected disease outbreaks. This revelation entails that policy makers have to first look elsewhere in their attempts to arrest the situation.

4.1.5 Lack of Funds at Hospital Level

Many other factors were also rated on their contributory effect to the stockouts in Malawi’s PHDSC as summarised in Table 1 below. On lack of funds at respective hospitals being one of the causes of stockouts, a combined 23.6% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed as opposed to a combined 61.7% that either disagreed or strongly disagreed. The remaining 14.7% lacked knowledge on the matter. This was no surprise result given that hospitals were adequately funded 2011 / 2012 Government of Malawi fiscal year (Malawi National Budget, 2011). The stockouts arose because the CMS ran out of drugs and in most of the cases resorted to rationing the available supplies to the public hospitals. This is a case of random yield, a well known challenge associated with single sourcing, in which the
supplier only delivers a random portion to the customer thereby potentially creating the possibility of supply failure (Tomlin, 2009).

4.1.6 Poor Inventory Management

Poor inventory management was the second least important cause of stockouts according to mean values in the statistical summary of results. On the ranking scales, a combined 64.7% of respondents disagreed, compared to 17.7% who either agreed or strongly agreed that poor inventory management in the pharmacies of respective hospitals was responsible for the stockouts. 17.6% did not know about the existence of such a relationship. One challenges facing pharmaceutical staff is that of avoiding expiry of drugs by putting in place inventory management systems that ensure stocks do not expire before being used. Despite the fact that this study confirmed that all participating hospitals had registered cases of drugs being disposed off due to expiry within the previous two years, there is no evidence linking the expiry and eventual disposal of drugs to the persistent stockouts. As a matter of fact, expiry of drugs was found to originate from the dumping of drugs by various donor organisations into public hospitals when such drugs were already nearing expiry. In this regard, poor inventory management cannot be considered to be significant in searching for solutions.

4.1.7 Unavailability of Drugs on the Market

Another prime suspect for the existence of stock outs could be unavailability of drugs on the market. This factor registered the highest rejection rate with 86.2% of respondents disagreeing, 10.8% indicating lack of knowledge whereas only 3% agreed. This factor also registered the lowest mean value of 1.7. The result is suggestive of the reality concerning the availability of drugs on the market during the period of the study. At the time when public hospitals were languishing with stockouts, private hospitals continued to enjoy adequate supplies of drugs. It was for this reason that there was a general exodus of patients from the latter to the former (see also Kanyoma and Khomba, 2013). The key distinction between the public and private hospitals is that the latter do not procure their supplies from the CMS, and are not in any way locked up in any single sourcing relationship, while the latter can only get their supplies from the government instituted single supplier, except in such cases special permission has been granted by the same supplier (CMS) allowing them to buy drugs from other sources. Moreover, the fact that the crisis occurred when public hospitals had sufficient funds for the procurement of drugs, proves the existence of challenges concerning the supplier and/or the sourcing strategy.

The following are the causes of stock outs of drugs at our hospital:

Table 1. Statistical summary of research findings on causes of stockouts in hospitals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of Stockouts</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) Insufficient Inventory at Central Medical Stores (CMS)</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Withholding of funds by donor partners</td>
<td>08.8%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) Delays by procurement staff</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) Wrong demand forecasting</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v) Unexpected disease outbreaks</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>09.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi) Lack of funds at the hospital</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii) Poor inventory management by pharmacies</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii) Unavailability of drugs on the market</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Supplier Performance and Supply Risk under Single Sourcing Conditions

Whereas the relationship between supplier performance and supply risk or supply failure is most of the times speculated, results from this study do confirm that such a relationship is a more direct and certain under single sourcing conditions. The fact that buying organisations have no alternative sources of supply in cases of disruptions or disasters affecting the supplier makes the former more prone to supply failure. This is synonymous to putting all eggs in one basket as argued by Khan and Barnes, (2009). In this study, respondents were required to rate various aspects of the performance of the single supplier and how the same affected the availability of supplies at respective hospitals.

4.2.1 CMS as the Main Cause of Stockouts of Drugs at Public Hospitals

Opinions were sought from respondents on whether the CMS as a single supplier, could be as said to be the main cause in the persistent stock outs of drugs. 73.5% of respondents agreed as opposed to 17.6% that were neutral and 8.8% disagreed that CMS was the main cause of stock outs. The results are representative of the actual situation on the role of the CMS in the persistent stock outs. The study further revealed that the CMS represented the single most important bottleneck in the public healthcare delivery supply chain, which many a time almost brought the entire PHDSC to a halt due to failure to ensure availability of key medical supplies. As revealed in the study, the CMS did not only exacerbate the risk of supply failure at public hospitals through their own frequent stock outs, but also through delays in communicating to respective hospitals about their (CMS’) inability to meet specific orders.

Further challenges come from failure by CMS in issuing clearances that allow hospitals procure the drugs from private suppliers. Such delays resulted in a situation where public hospitals run out of stock of some types of drugs. Thus, the single supplier can in this respect, be held responsible for the stock outs. It is therefore not surprising that 73.5% of respondents indicated agreement to suggestions that the CMS caused delays in the procurement of drugs at respective hospitals. This result implies that any attempts to ensuring availability of key medical supplies at public hospitals should include efforts to improving effectiveness of the CMS and / or widening the supply base. While it can be said that a different single supplier could perform better than the CMS, it is still apparent that the mere use of a single source exposes buyers to a greater risk by subjecting them to any sources of supply disruptions affecting the supplier. In other words, it can be argued that the situation would be different if dual or multiple sourcing were used in Malawi’s PHDSC since failure by one supplier could be made up for by another.

4.2.2 CMS Frequently Runs out of Drugs

The inadequacy of single sourcing for the PHDSC in Malawi has been more clearly pronounced by the inability of the CMS to maintain a sufficient inventory of drugs that is required to meet demand at respective hospitals. The results indicate an unusually high level of supplier underperformance that cannot be expected to come from a single supplier. Such supplier underperformance suggests lack of supplier capacity to meet customer demand, and endorses assertions by Burke, Carrillo, and Vakharia (2007), who contend that single sourcing is an ideal strategy only when supplier capacities are large relative to the product demand. In confirming the frequency of stock outs at the CMS, which culminates into stockouts at hospitals, 67.6% and 22.6% of respondents agreed and disagreed respectively that the supplier frequently ran out of drugs. The other 11.8% remained neutral. These results are supported by both revelations about the existence of random yield in the PHDSC; and the high supplier delivery failure rate which stood at an average of 35%, as rated by procurement officers in the study.

For any system and by all standards, such a delivery failure rate by a supplier can be considered too high. The case in point is worse considering the nature of healthcare delivery and the implications of supply failure in such a system. Mustaffa and Porter (2009) strongly advise hospital managers to ensure availability of adequate inventory at all times because failure to do so has serious consequences the worst of which being loss of life. Nevertheless, high levels of supply delivery failure are tolerable when organizations adopt dual or multiple sourcing strategies since, as Khan and Pillania, (2009) contend, it is less probable that two or three suppliers will fail to deliver at the same time. Dual or multiple sourcing strategies would in that respect, reduce the risk of supply failure in Malawi’s PHDSC.

4.2.3 CMS Reduces Variety of Drugs Available to Public Hospitals

The results also suggest that the CMS was also responsible for the declining variety of drugs available at public hospitals. This is strongly supported with the evidence about frequent of stock outs as well as the high supplier failure rate of 35% discussed above. The declining variety of drugs has been discovered to be one of the major factors affecting healthcare delivery in the PHDSC. The study has revealed that non-availability of certain types of drugs, and the existence of a generally narrow range of inventory of medical supplies does not only affect the supply
chain’s downstream customer, but also demotivates doctors in giving prescriptions of drugs which despite being essential, are not available’. Such a situation is risky considering the nature of healthcare delivery.

The results may not represent the situation in all single sourcing systems within and outside healthcare supply chain management systems across the globe. Nevertheless, the results are highly generalizable in that they do point out one important aspect regarding the dangers of single sourcing strategies. This argument is vindicated by Khan and Pillania, (2008), who contend that single sourcing may represent the worst form of exposure to the risk of supply failure. The challenge revealed in this study was bigger since hospitals were never allowed to buy from private suppliers unless they received clearance from the single supplier.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

The research has confirmed findings from previous studies (eg. Srinivasan, Mukherjee, and Gaur, 2011; Khan and Burnes, 2009; Yu, Zeng and Zhao, 2009; Khan and Pillania, 2008) regarding the role of sourcing strategy in managing supply risk. It empirically establishes that single sourcing strategies exacerbate the risk of supply failure. It has also shown that supply failure in healthcare delivery systems can have fatal consequences such as deaths of patients. Thus, from the research, new knowledge to policy makers is created namely that, all things being equal, ‘single sourcing strategies are not appropriate for healthcare delivery systems’. Based on the foregoing, dual or multiple sourcing strategies are recommended because they are an effective means of hedging against the risk of supply failure since non-delivery by one supplier is covered by another. Thus, availability of medical supplies in hospitals would be safeguarded because the effects of supply disruptions affecting one supplier would no longer result in total supply failure for buying organization.

The major limitation of the study is that it was conducted at a time when stock outs of drugs were at crisis levels in Malawi’s public hospitals. The results may therefore strongly represent the situation at that material point in time, other than the status under normal conditions of supply.
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